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April 9, 87.
Study notes on Social Welfare. I.

Note I. On Sensuality of Human Relations.

Ref: Gil/Gil Toward Social and Economic Justice (Conference M. 23-25, ’84. Brandeis U.) 
Schenkman Pub.Co. 1985. HN65 T683.
R.H. Tawney Religion and the Rise of Capitalism, Hazell, Watson & Viney, 1926
Karl Polanyi The Great Transformation, Beacon, 1944.
Morris Bermann The Reenchantment of the World, Cornell U press, 1982.
Golo Mann The History of Germany Since 1789, Penguin, 1974 (1968)

1. That contradictions move the history
“The forced Choice: Making Change vs. Helping People” by Ann Withorn (in Gil/Gil p 3) talks of 
the history of social welfare in the U.S. The history is a series of struggles among 
“humanitarians”, “social reformers”, and “bureaucrats”. The struggle shaped what Social Welfare 
is. As such the “social welfare” is a bundle of contradictions. But one could ask what ever moved 
in the history without contradictions. Only the lifeless and imobile can be in a perfectly unified 
harmony and static equilibrium. Motion needs non-equilibrium, which is contradiction in a 
political language. 

Social welfare, in the form we have today, started under Bismarck in the 1880’s (Golo Mann p 
375) [The reason for Bismarck to initiate the “Social Insurance” is said to be an election gimic to 
appease workers and lure them out of the camp of the Social Democrat Party.] And the history 
of Germany is a bundle of contradictions, in which the history of Socialism is a part. Marx was 
there with Bismark. And the emergence of Nazi—National Socialist Party—under Hitler was not 
unrelated to the history of Social Welfare there.

Before that time, European peasants and workers had “communal” mutual-help networks. It was 
destroyed as a part of “the ancient regime” in the bourgeoise revolution. The term “Fraternity” in 
the three word slogan of French Revolution disappeared from the Declaration of Human Right 
1792. The revolutionaries kept only “Liberty” and “Equality”, and only in individualistic senses.

The Socialism, of both “Utopian” and “Scientific” inclinations, was a response of the dying 
“community” to the Bourgeoise Modernization which breeded both “Socialization” and 
“Individualization”. And the modern “Nation-State” emerged with centralized ruling power, atop 
huge bureaucracy, military, industry, nationwide monetary system, and mass-education. If we 
count those huge organizations in the side of the “Socialization” process, then the 
“Individualization” is a retreat of people into small “fox holes” for each under the heavy 
bombardments by the Socialization Process. This is another contradiction that moved the 
modern history.

2. Social Welfare as a ruin of communal life

Social Welfare try to regain some aspects of the “commune” of the “ancient regime”. In the 
“good old days” of the “primitive commune life, people took care of neighbours in troubles. They 
looked after children in communal co-operation. Foods were shared in many occasions. 
Enjoyments in life were by and large in the form of communal celebration. Even disputes 
between man and wife were often “appealed” to the community and settled on street.



We do still use the public forum for marriage ceremony and funeral rite. But we lost the sense of 
“community” even in them. We think of them as “Private” matter, despite their public display. 
Whether or not we believe in humanism, liberalism, socialism, or capitalism in our intellectual 
life, our “feeling” is deeply “individualistic”. That is to say, we lost our roots to the “community”.

People, not too long ago, used to do things for each other on the basis of “human relationship”. 
Their relationship was “Sensual”. Today, we have replaced it by Money or Power. Although 
“Humanitarian” sentiments emerged with the Bourgeoise Revolution, with the “rationalism”, and 
“materialism”, — note that the “humanism” as we know is a new phenomenon in the Modern 
Age—, it stayed outside the “distance” considered to be “Sensual”. We literally lost “Human 
Touch”. Even the articles in Gil’s volume keep the cold bourgeoise “distance” from Human 
Sensuality. Except Pamela Colorado’s article, none of the authors collected in the volume come 
close enough to talk about the need of “Human touch” in Social Welfare. [see E.T. Hall The 
Hidden Dimension, for the “distance”]

Human beings are “sensual”. And the very basis of our relationships of any kind is sensuality of 
ours. Yet, in our social interactions, we do not consider it “rational”, nor “decent” to admit that, in 
other than “private” contexts. We use the Power of Command, or Exchange of Money for the 
social transactions.

Even the essay from Feminist point of view (Feminist Thought Structure; by Ruth A. Brandwein) 
does not touch the “Sensuality” of humans. Nor the article titled “Humans, Nations, and 
Nature” (by Elise Boulding) touches on what is it that makes “Human Relations”; i.e. Sensuality. 
Of course, in an academic conference in North America today it is hardly expected any way. [I 
do sense that Elise Boulding would gladly discuss Sensuality in informal small group discussion. 
She could even be passionate about it. But in formal academic conferences, it is not 
“respectable” nor “intellectual” enough to talk about Sensuality.]

But, the existence of a taboo does tell us about the “cultural” context in which thinking and 
practices in Social Welfare are carried.

3. Sensuality as Hypothesis.

I imagine that good academics would challenge me to demonstrate that the Sensuality is 
fundamental to human relations. I shall have to attempt that elsewhere. In the meantimes, I 
mention Reich’s theory of Sensuality (metaphysics of “Orgon”) explained by Morris Bermann in 
The Reenchantment of the World. [Cornell U. Press 1982] Bermann’s exposition is highly 
recommended for its reference to the historical dynamics in which “return to sensuality” has 
become significant and urgent. Also, there are literatures on this subject from Freudian 
Psychoanalysis — Freud, Fromm, Marcuse, Foucault, et al.

But, once recognized as a “hypothesis” (metaphysics) or even as a “suspicion”, the 
consideration of Sensuality would have changed the “perspective” and hence the course of the 
whole discussion. Both issues of “Making Change” (of socio-political-economic-cultural 
structure) and “Helping People” can be seen as problems of how much Sensuality our society is 
able to handle and in what forms (ritual formats). We are asked of our competence to handle 
our need of Sensual touches, in what extent, in what contexts.



Abstract notions like “Social and Economic Justice” are not only more obscure than sensuality 
but also a means to “rationalization”, i.e. concealment of, the fundamental issue/problem.

Also, I equated “forms” and “ritual formats”. That is, for itself, a deviation from the “rationalistic” 
rhetoric of the article by Withorn and others. I imagine that many of Social Welfare Experts, 
Professionals and Researchers are familiar with Social Psychology, Psychoanalysis etc., if not 
theoreticians in those fields. Many of them read Freud, Marcuse, Foucault, et al., or they 
themselves have written texts on Sex, Sexuality, Sensuality, etc. Yet, there is no sign in 
Withorn’s lecture that their knowledge on Human Sensuality is their “working knowledge”.

To be sure, display of knowledge is not the purpose of the conference. Rather, they were 
discussing serious problems in the field of Social Welfare Works (Ideology, Philosophy, Theory, 
Strategies, etc.). Hence, the question is; What help considerations of Sensuality would have 
brought in the discussions?
I shall have to answer that question.

That means no less than a total reconstruction of social theories on the basis of Sensuality—
describing political-economical systems and their dynamics in references to Sensuality—. It 
would be re-animation or reenchantment of political economy. It also has to touch upon 
phenomena such as Alienation and to articulate on what “Culture” is. [For I am insinuating that 
“Cultures” are ways of accommodating and controlling Sensuality.]

[An immediate suggestion following from consideration of Sensuality is a strategy of shifting the 
“agency centered-ness” to “community centered-ness”. That implies a shift to “cultural 
approach”, from the German style political, economic approach. This require discussions.]

That is my “home work”. In what follows below, I shall give a sketch of a study program. 

4. Economy viewed from the need of sensual relations.
Sensuality manifests in various forms. And many of its “symptoms” are disguised and distorted. 
We also see “pathological” cases, due to lack thereof.

But let us start with a common sense meaning. In our street language, we say “Human Touch” 
etc., referring to the Sensuality.

In shopping markets, people expect a “smile” from the sales person to whom they come in 
contact with. They come to a close distance to the sales person. They may exchange a few 
words incidental to the business transaction. The “human touch” is not considered to be a 
“necessary” requirement for the transaction, but it is there. And in terms of the business, 
manipulation of such an “irrational” factor is, in fact very important for the commercial success. 
The “smile” may well be “professional” and a deception, but nonetheless employed for the effect 
(affect).

Psychotherapists noted that people in stress or under depression go to shopping as a self-
therapy. People seek “human touch”, though their motive may be concealed and the form (ritual) 
is a disguise. Some of us go to bars and pay for a drink, but the business transaction in fact buy 
the context in which we can talk with bartender or the other customers there. The drink is rather 
incidental to our main purpose.



[Question: What significance Sensuality has in Alcoholism? Any Therapeutic significance?]

5. Ambivalence in Sensuality.
That people seek Sensual Relations and at the same time hide the need of Sensual Relation is 
an important aspect of the Sensuality for itself.

What E.T. Hall talked about in terms of “Space that people keep around them” [in The Hidden 
Dimension] is one example of “Sensuality Management”. Hall did not explicitly mention 
Sensuality, but the “Touch” implied in interpersonal space is a neutral way of describing 
Sensuality allowed within the “ethical standard” in our science-scholarship as a sub-culture.

There is something that make people “Fear”, “Anxious”, while they are drawn to it. They would 
give all sorts of excuses to disguise their need of Sensual Relations, particularly between and 
among “macho” men. One can suspect that physical fights and even combats in wars are 
“disguises” and excuses for them to “touch” each other.

[In this respect, the modern warfares, particularly Nuclear War, are unsatisfactory. They can be 
fought in “rationalized abstraction”. “Intellectualizations” which represses “physical” aspects of 
human life leads to such an atrocity. This is an important issue to discuss.]

6. The Capitalism and Sensuality.
The Capitalist system, on one hand, inhibit our Sensual Relations—the “alienated work” is not 
sensual—. On the other hand, it exploits our need of Sensual Relations in the market. [see 
Freud. If we read Polany, Tawney, et al, with awareness of Sensuality, we can see that they 
have touched upon the problems. Max Weber (The Rise of Capitalism and the Spirit of 
Protestant Ethics) avoided Sensuality. Weber was, perhaps, privately aware of Sensual nature 
of religions, but refrained saying anything about it. Talk on Sensuality was a taboo.]

The Capitalists may not buy and sell commodities for their Sensual Needs. [As to the Sensual 
meaning of their sense of “Power”, we shall come to discuss later.] But, outside goods for our 
physiological survival, we as consumers, buy things for our “psychological” needs, by and large. 
Of course, the distinction between what are “physical” and what are “psychological” is not clear 
to us—for we like to disguise, and the commercial interests like us to be as unclear as possible. 
But, asides academic arguments, such as “psychology” is nothing other than “physiology”, the 
distinction can be made practical enough for our considerations.

From that, in the sense of Gedanken Experiment, we can imagine to be natives standing at a 
shore buying beads and trinkets from the European traders. We do not really need the beads 
and trinkets. We came there by our “curiosity” more than anything else. And the “curiosity” is 
one of manifestation of our Sensuality. We might make analogy of it to “a girl looking at a boy” 
and vice versa. The “Trade” is an act of intimacy disguised. We have started “Trade” as 
“Exchanges of Gifts” which are expressions of affections.

Here, I point out a political ideology of the Classical Economics which talks of “Trade” in terms of 
“Scarcity”. That is patently false. Trade start with “Surplus”, not from “Scarcity”. In this, even 
Marx was in the Classical Economics. The ghost of Scarcity came in there because the 
intellectualization required the “logic of necessity” to go with the “logical necessity” of their 
stories (theory). In the Age of Rationality, or more precisely in a desire to emulate Newtonian 
Mechanics, the scholars-scientists-intellectuals, wanted Determinism. And the Determinism was 



a mirror image of their desire to make “Compelling arguments”. Marx could not escape from 
this.

[Here comes an entanglement of Sensuality and Power sensation. But I shall have to discuss 
this later.]

Today, we are not trading like the natives on the shore did. We have introduced a technology 
called “Money”. Money insulate our Sensuality and brings us to the side of Power relations. 
Otherwise, we would have difficulties in trading with total strangers, and sometimes even those 
whom we consider enemies. [Americans can sell wheat to Russians, because of the technology 
of Money. But on the other hand, the trade may very well be an expression of a repressed 
“affinity” between two group of people. At least it keep one channel of communication open 
amidst the intense hostility.]

7. Why cannot admit our Sensuality? Question of Power.
If our “economy” is mainly for Sensual Relations, then why we are having troubles like 
“unemployment”, “poverty” which required Social Welfare?

Why cannot we just “share” things for the satisfaction of our Sensual needs?

The point is that we do not admit that we are seeking for Sensual Relations. If we did, our 
Economic System would collapse. We are dependent on the system—welfare profession and 
welfare researchers would be unemployed, if the system that creates the problems is desolved
—. I would not have had an intellectual satisfaction in writing this, if the problem does not exist. 
[If I wish to be “immortal” in making a theory of Sensual Economy, the problem have to last 
forever!]

This brings us to the problem of Power.

Power is a substitute for Sensual satisfaction. And it is “safer” in that Power is one-way”, 
whereas Sensual Relation is “two-way” (mutual) or worse “loss of control”. Relations brings 
“entanglements”, which we “individualists” do not wish to have. Business transactions are 
simpler and we feel confident in them to keep a sense of control. But even in businesses, we 
cannot shut our sensuality off completely, and hence we go into Power channel (“Power Trip”).

So if we wish satisfaction our own without others, we choose Power. Henry Kissinger once 
remarked that Power is the best Aphrodisiac. And , the Power structures allow us to be 
“affectionate” with each other without “shame”. We call it “Loyalty”, “Togetherness”, “Team 
Work”, “Patriotism”, “Fellowship”, “Class Consciousness”, etc.

The way the US marines stick together and care for each other is far more close and 
emotionally “intense” than that between homosexual men. But, US marines would be very much 
offended if someone suggest them the “Sensuality” of their relations. Our loyalty to “Profession” 
is also one example of those. We have internal “Love-Hate”relationship among us, but looked 
from outsiders we are very “close” in covering for each other. It is well known that people have a 
great difficulty obtaining a medical doctor to take a stand against another doctor, and it is the 
same about lawyers, policemen, etc.



If there is not for the Power Structure—which function as “exclusive clubs” for limited 
membership for each—we would have troubles satisfying our Sensual needs. To be sure, the 
Power Structures come with Rituals which limit and control the forms and the extent of 
Sensualness allowed. Orgy parties like wars are allowed in disguises to deny Sensuality. As the 
white collar workers themselves allude often, business offices of corporations are like “Harems” 
consisting of intellectual “Prostitutes” . Expressions like “kissing ass” are in part expressions of 
revulsion, but they are in part accurate descriptions of the Sensuality. The power provides for 
the excuses and disguises. And in turn, the Power positions satisfy their perverted Sensuality.

8. Sensual Utopia, The “Primitive Commune”.

Let us try another gedanken experiment. Suppose we devised some way of accommodating the 
human need for Sensual Relations without the disguises. Then, we would not need much of 
Economic Inequality. We would not need too much concentration of Political Power. Social 
Welfare would lose much of its case loads, though human relations are complex enough to 
leave enough problems.

We can concentrate on the tasks of constructing and maintaining “communes”. We would have 
networks of “soul mates” to replace institutions like churches, universities, professional 
associations, etc.

Of course, this is an Utopia. Marx would ask us how in a hell we get there without Power 
Struggles. Sensuality is good and dandy—Marx did not deny it, but being merely contemptious 
of it—but how anyone can “manage” it? How is it “controlled” and “distributed? It does not 
involve “money”, but just the same, it does take time and place, energy expenditure, physcial 
facilities and above all some “mental” engagements.

Or one might worry, if an open acknowledgement of our Sensuality might break the flood gate 
checking homosexual orgy in social scales. The result might be worse than wars—save all-out 
Nuclear war. What are we going to do about AIDS? Who is going to do “production works” 
Material needs may be less and consequently environmental damage may be less, but what 
would limit the “hedonistic orgy”? Can human body take all that “pleasures”,  without going into 
insanity?

etc, etc.

I do not know answers to those questions. Except for the “primitive” small communities that 
anthropologists wrote about, I do not know of practices of “Sensual Society”. In Freudian sense 
“Society” and “Sensuality” are polar opposites, and cannot be put in the same quotation marks.

H. Marcuse (Eros and Civilization), E. Fromm (The Art of Loving), M. Foucault (The History of 
Sexuality), Simone de Beauvoir (The Second Sex) et al. have been talking about these 
problems.

9. Religions as Controllers of Sensuality
[home work. Jesus and Mary Magdalenas (p.). Kazanzakis Last Temptation of Jesus Christ.]

10. Sensuality in Physical Sciences.



It is, perhaps, a common notion that Physical Sciences are “cut and dry”, having no trace of 
human feelings, except “pride” and “righteousness”. In such images, “science” is the furthest, 
among all human engagements, from Sensuality. 

people may have read about in newspapers that there are fights among scientists about a plan 
of constructing a big atom smasher which costs some 6 billion dollars. Some scientists argue 
that the money can better be spent on other areas of science which does not cost one tenth as 
much, etc. Then they would have seen that the issue is essentially “political” one, concerning 
choice among “value feelings” of various group of scientists engaged in different areas.

Today, “science” as such is impossible without a huge money. So the fight is a matter of Life and 
Death for the scientists involved. And the basis of the fight is their “Subjective Feeling”—firstly 
about their job security and secondly about the worth of what they are specialized in.

But, perhaps, that is not the public image of “Science”. The majority today might think of 
Einstein in association with the word “science”. Since the case of Einstein has been well 
advertised, its popularity is not surprising. However, the worshipers of Einstein may not realize 
that Einstein is “special”. Not too many scientists are like Einstein, though they might like to 
pretend so.

Ninety-nine percent of some half million scientists in the world earn their living, just like factory 
workers, by carrying on routines. Some do computational routines. Some do teaching routines. 
There are very little opportunity for them to be creative and original like Einstein. In fact, his 
school record shows that Einstein was a failure in carrying on “scientific routines”.

Nonetheless, Einstein does represent an “Ideal” of what science “should be”. I do not 
underestimate the importance of Ideals in social psyche. Even if they may be illusions, they do 
affect the way a society collectively thinks and behaves. The “affect” may be like “betrayal” and 
worse than if they were not there—say in the case of Jesus, or Marx. They are “Powerful”, good 
or bad.

Do let me talk about the ideals of “science”, disregarding the majority practices which are quite 
different, if not shams. And one of well praised characteristics of the Ideal Science is the 
“Curiosity”.

Of course, pure curiosity like that of boys about female anatomy does not qualify to be 
“scientific”. We do have certain prejudices, taboos, value sensations, and artificial 
discriminations about this. But, let us be charitable and say that “The Pure Curiosity” is the well 
spring of the genuine science.

Now, what about this curiosity? Is it not a part of “Emotion”? Is it not a part of our Irrationality? 
Why should anyone be curious about the existence of the Fifth Dimension, any more (or any 
less) than “If God Exist?”, or “What makes Dick ticks?” And what those seekers are doing?

If the seeker is indeed free of our ordinary greed and power thirst, then we might describe the 
seeker to be “trying to communicate” with the Nature, Universe, etc. And if they description is 
apt, the motive of the seeker is Sensual Relations with the Mother Nature, Universe, etc. The 
curiosity that we praise in our ideal is an attempt to have an Intimate Relation with the Nature. It 
is a form of Sensuality.



 
Of course, the alienated scientists in the profession do not attempt such a thing. They lost 
curiosity, if they have not “burned out” already and hardly interested in “science” other than as 
the means to their incomes. Anyone who examine science texts in schools and universities, 
would find them to be nothing more than texts for “obedience training”, not fostering “curiosity”. 
Teachers who encourage children to be curious know that they are handling a delicate matter 
with Sensuality which requires an acute sensitivity and warm understanding. There is nothing 
short of “Love of it” does the job. Only because they are aware of the Taboo against saying it 
“Sensual”, they skirt around saying so. And the regulations, rules, etc. imposed by the 
“Education System” restricts what they can do in the contexts of “school works”. The likelihood 
is that the Potential Einsteins are exterminated in the system.

[To be sure, there are practical considerations as to How Many Einstein (or Jesus) our society 
could possibly stand for. Probably one in a century is already more than it can take. For the 
case of Jesus, one per two thousand years is already too much. The question is the same as 
How Much Sensual Relations one can take, without blowing oneself up. One can also say this 
perhaps for “Spirituality”, “Truth” etc. Just because one was good, the more may not be better. 
We ought to think about this.]
Draft 10/01/87/.

April 11, 87. p. 12.

Study notes on Social Welfare II.

Note II. Culture Based Networking.

11. Does the awareness of Sensuality make any difference in practices?
We have not done theoretical articulation on Human Sensuality. But, if there would not be 
practical differences, there is no point in articulating the theory. 

Most anybody knows the importance of “Human Touch” and if that is all in the “Sensuality 
Paradigm”, we are back to where we started. Namely, we started discussion on Social Welfare, 
because we are unable to provide Human Touch in sufficient scale, due to structural constraints, 
economic reality, prevalent political ideology, etc. Perceiving humans to be sensual does not 
help, unless there are practical consequences from the perception. Does the perception suggest 
any new strategy?

We have one suggestion for a practical strategy stated (made by Colorado) in the section 3. 
above [p.4]. That was “Cultural Approach”. We shall do a follow-up consideration here to test our 
idea. Also by discussing practical strategy, we hope to shape a “theory”. This is our way of 
articulating a theory (idea)—the method of thinking experiment.

In a sense, “Social welfare” was a response to an emergency situation created by the 
Modernization of “community to society”. The major paradigm of the Modernization was 
“progress” concerning with technological advances which are collectively called “Civilization”. 
“Culture” was a forgotten entity, misidentified with and subsumed under “Civilization”. And 
worse, European prejudice made it “Uniformitarian Ideology”. Modern minds could not see 
Cultures in other peoples than the one perceived through European Civilization/Technology.



And even if the “modern mind” sensed something “cultural” in a romantic fancy, it was thought of 
something extra like jewels, perfumes, silk dresses and top hats, pomps and ceremony—that 
which royalties, aristocrats had and did. “Culture” is perceived as a “luxury”, not essential to 
practical daily life. It was not a part of the “necessity”. Hence, the “modern mind” could not see 
peasants, workers having a “culture”, let alone the “primitive natives” in colonies. It used to be 
said that those poor people were “Deprived of Culture”. Until very recently, the “modern mind” 
could not recognize “cultures” of various peoples. We today talk even of “sub-cultures”— “drug 
culture”, “bourgeoise culture”, “peasant culture”. And some of us belatedly became enlightened 
enough to acknowledge “Native Cultures”, which is a recent phenomenon since 1980.

If “Culture” is not in the working vocabulary of Social Welfare officers and scholars, perhaps it is 
forgiven. Social Welfare is for “deprived people”, not for “people with culture” which implies 
luxury.

And for that matter, “Human Touch” etc. were also considered to be luxury. Even philanthropists 
could not imagine that those “poor wretched people” in deprived life could afford to have 
“feelings”. Feelings and Emotions were for privileged well-to-do people, such as the Queen in 
story books who says “We are not amused”. Suppose the “poor wretched” have said “We are 
not having fun in being poor”, what would have been the reaction of the philanthropists? I would 
imagine neither Social Welfare workers out there are having fun. We are not amused with the 
situation. But the feeling of displeasure of the Queen counts. Whereas the feeling of the Poor 
does not count.

The recipients of the Social Benefits are, by the “definition”, must be in such a deprived state 
that they cannot possibly have any feeling let alone “Culture”. This is an Axiom.

Besides, in our Money Transaction Ritual, we have a peculiar Myth that those who receive 
money shall shame themselves to be without human dignity. The ritual of Money Transaction is 
the evidence for “Prostitution”. During the paid hours, workers are Slaves—ones who sold their 
souls to the Devil. Giving Money degrades, hence, it is not a Gift but an Insult. Yet, we live by 
the ritual of Money Transaction. This brings further complications to our situation. Giving Money 
does not solve the problem. 

The “Culture Based Networking” attempts to reinstate human touch in the social dynamics. That 
have to start by declaring “Humans are Sensual” for a “shock value”. We have to wake up our 
minds by the shock to see it. And, once recognized, it has to become a declaration of a Human 
Right. To say “Humans are Sensual” is a declaration the “Every Human being has unalienable 
Right to be Sensual”. And a “Culture” is the way of accommodating sensual needs of the people 
in a community. [I acknowledge the above sounds like “Social Engineering for sensual needs”, 
and hence inadequate. But hopefully the discussions following will correct some of its 
deficiency.]

Now, how we do the Culture Based Networking?

We cannot dictate what people “ought to feel”. We cannot “design” sensuality of people, as if we 
design a car or computer. To begin with “being sensual” means not only be aware of one’s own 
needs, but it means “to feel other’s needs”. One cannot be “sensual” without recognizing other 
“sensual beings”. It is essential that we go beyond the “being nice to” (charitable) sense of 
Human touch to the recognition of Sensual Beings, who are capable of their own thinking-



feelings. It is a dignified right of their to have their sensual needs. And for that reason, we 
respect them as worthy companions of Sensual Relationships. By this we transcend the level of 
“charity”—the level that one might have in “loving pets”.

However, even the children caring for pets, they are sensual to the degree they entertain a 
feeling that the pets have the very same sort of feelings as they do. This is the Principle of 
Sensuality; that it is a mutual relationship between “sovereign beings” equally capable of the 
dignity comparable to the one which can say “we are amused, or not amused” and it has to 
matter and it does matter. If one deny this respect, the sensuality is killed. We then have a 
relation with “Objects”.

Another useful example for us is the way poets “feel” (perceive) the Universe. Sensuality is 
essential in poetry. Call it “metaphor”, “emotional projection”, etc. But without the unity shared in 
deep feelings, or hurts stem from injuries to that, poetry cannot exist.

[There apparently are some linguistic philosophers who deny the possible existence of “Other 
Minds”. I suppose from Cartesian Metaphysics, nobody but “I” has the “Mind” and others are 
moving “Objects”. We shall have to discuss this later.]

And Pam Colorado means a lot deeper root than what I so far discussed in terms of the Dignity 
and Respect. She talks of Cultures in which people find a natural right of dignity. And she even 
goes to the Spiritual Realm where all humans may be “soul brother and spiritual sisters”. It 
came from the Origin of Life in the Universe. I am not capable of addressing to such a depth, I 
shall have to wait for her to speak.

[She might object this term “sensual”, and insist “Spiritual”. That is too heavy for me to touch 
from my science background, though I can sense that the Spirituality is at the the base of what I 
called “sensual”.

My “scientific” objection to her “Spirituality” is that if human race has reached a level of being in 
which the Spirituality can meaningfully be talked about, there is no need to discuss about 
mundane things like Social Welfare.
In a sense , we are in a Hell, that is why we talk of sensuality.]

At any rate, Sensual Relations cannot be forced, commanded, nor demanded. It can only be 
Respected and admired.

Thus, dictatorship is out. We have to “let it happen”.

However, we can take two actions.
(i) Remove obstacles.
(ii) Provide better Environment.
We shall have to discuss these actions in the situation and condition we have now and here. 

(11/04/87)

[ED: These notes have been transcribed from two original documents and edited for clarity.]


